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SUMMARY

Nonlinear fracture analysis of rubber-like materials is computationally challenging due to a number of com-
plicated numerical problems. The aim of this paper is to study finite strain fracture problems based on
appropriate enrichment functions within the extended finite element method. Two-dimensional static and
quasi-static crack propagation problems are solved to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
Complex mixed-mode problems under extreme large deformation regimes are solved to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed extended finite element analysis based on different tip enrichment functions. Finally,
it is demonstrated that the logarithmic set of enrichment functions provides the most accurate and efficient
solution for finite strain fracture analysis. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rubber-like materials are widely used in elastomers, rubber base isolators, tires, and seals, which
are susceptible to fracture. The knowledge of fracture behavior of these materials necessitates the
understanding of crack initiation, cracked stability, and propagation phenomena, which all pose
difficulties in large deformation regimes. Nonlinear fracture mechanics, especially for rubber-like
materials, is computationally challenging due to the large number of numerically complicated prob-
lems. While conventional finite element based methods for crack propagation analysis and nonlinear
fracture mechanics are still open problems [1–3], application of the extended finite element method
(XFEM) or meshless methods for finite strain fracture problems remains challenging.

In 2004, Chang and Li [4] proposed pairs of contour integrals in order to compute the asymptotic
stress field around a crack and numerically evaluated them by the finite element approximation.
They developed a static formulation for problems under large deformations and subjected to general
mixed-mode loadings. As a conspicuous conclusion, they illustrated that the near-tip Cauchy stress
field consists of two singular terms of r�1 and r�1=2. Similar results were reported by Long et al. [5]
and will also be confirmed by the proposed tip enrichment function in this study. Recently, Kroon [6,
7] proposed an asymptotic solution and a dynamic steady-state analysis of crack propagation using
the finite element method and discussed the contributions from local surface energy and the effects
of viscoelasticity at the crack tip. Kroon [6] proposed inclusion of additional degrees of freedom
and extended the finite element formulation in order to solve 3D problems by 2D models. A similar
method was implemented by Kroon [8] to study a different type of material.

Only very limited works are available on extending the capabilities of the extended finite ele-
ment or meshless methods for finite strain fracture analysis, especially if it is associated with the
incompressibility constraint. In 1999, the first XFEM formulation was proposed by Moes et al. and
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Dolbow [9, 10]; nevertheless, there is still lack of reliable commercial codes on the finite strain
XFEM method, and the few available software [1, 2] are extremely limited, and can only provide
reliable results for very simple linear elastic large strain benchmarks [1]. Moreover, most of the
existing commercial codes have serious inaccuracies in predicting the singularity of the stress field
at crack tips, as studied by Gigliotti and Kroon [1], because the crack tip singularity enrichment
functions are not included in the XFEM formulation. Consequently, the crack tip is forced to lay on
the element edges for propagation purposes [1].

Many researchers have attempted to use XFEM within the large deformation regime; among
them Dolbow and Devan [11], Legrain et al. [12, 13], Shen and Lew [14], Mergheim et al. [15],
Fagerstrom and Larsson [16], Anahid and Khoei [17], and Khoei et al. [18] have presented various
aspects of geometrically nonlinear XFEM analyses. Legrain et al. [12] proposed the first extended
finite element stress analysis of the crack tips for plane stress conditions and investigated the
importance of the right choice for the singularity enrichment functions. Moreover, they pointed out
that due to the blunting process, neglecting the tip enrichments would be more acceptable than
using inappropriate functions [12]. In this study, therefore, the goal is set to evaluate different avail-
able analytical solutions, to derive appropriate crack tip enrichment functions, and to assess their
performance for analysis of a number of complex problems.

Developing dedicated enrichment functions for various problems have been the subject of
XFEM research in the past decade to improve the accuracy of XFEM for new evolving problems.
Sukumar et al. [19] developed the tip enrichment functions from the analytical solution near an
interface crack tip in isotropic bimaterials. Asadpour and Mohammadi [20] and Asadpour et al. [21]
presented two different sets of orthotropic crack-tip enrichment functions, while Hattori et al. [22]
proposed an alternative formulation to derive the orthotropic enrichment functions. Later, Esna
Ashari and Mohammadi [23] derived the necessary enrichment functions for orthotropic bimaterial
interface crack tips. In 2004, Belytschko and Chen [24] used the asymptotic solutions to propose
the tip enrichment functions of the near tip dynamic propagating crack. Later, Motamedi and
Mohammadi [25] derived the appropriate dynamic orthotropic enrichment function for moving
crack-tip problems. In 2011, Bayesteh and Mohammadi [26] suggested the out of plane and rota-
tional enrichments functions for crack analysis in shells. Bechet et al. [27] and Sharma et al. [28]
presented XFEM crack-tip enrichment functions for the mechanical displacement and electric
potential fields. Moreover, Gracie et al. proposed the dislocation enrichment functions [29]. For
hydraulic fracture problems, Lecampion [30] studied the effects of proposed crack-tip enrichment
functions. In order to properly apply XFEM for plastic problems, Elguedj et al. [31] proposed the
concept of plastic enrichment to consider the effects of crack-tip plastification. In this study, different
analytical solutions for finite strain crack problems are examined and the corresponding enrichment
functions are derived.

The paper is presented as follows. In Section 2, the governing equations for incompressible and
compressible classes of elastic nonlinear neo-Hookean materials with the finite strain regime are
presented. The plane stress case is considered in this study to easily deal with the incompressibility
situation, because most practical large strain problems occur in incompressible or near incompress-
ible conditions. Moreover, most of analytical studies that are used to derive the analytical solutions
are presented only in the plane stress case. Then, the nonlinear fracture mechanics formulation
is discussed. In order to impose the singular field and discontinuity of the crack in stress and
strain fields, the crack tip enrichment functions are derived for the finite strain regime. Then, the
quasi-static propagation criterion is presented, followed by several numerical examples. The results
confirm the accuracy of the proposed crack tip enrichment function and illustrate the versatility of
the proposed approach.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

2.1. Nonlinear continuum mechanics

Figure 1 presents a cracked plate and describes its surface, thickness variation, boundary conditions,
crack faces, and the loading conditions for both the reference and current configurations. The motion
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Figure 1. Description of the cracked plate on the initial and current configurations.

between the initial and current configurations is described by the mapping �, which relates the
current position x to the reference position X and the time t

x D �.X; t / (1)

The nonlinearity of elastostatic analyses comes from both the constitutive and geometric descrip-
tions. In geometrically nonlinear finite strain problems, the equilibrium equation must be satisfied
in the deformed configuration description. In the absence of body forces, the equilibrium equation
can be written as

@�ij

@xj

D 0 (2)

where xj is the updated coordinate and �ij stands for the Cauchy stress. The equilibrium equation
can also be described in the total Lagrangian form as [32]

@Pij

@Xj

D 0 (3)

where Xj is the initial coordinate and Pij is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress. The finite element for-
mulation is derived by the weak form of the governing differential equations. Similarly, the principle
of virtual work is used in nonlinear continuum mechanics. Here, the principle of virtual work is writ-
ten in the total Lagrangian description. Generally, velocity and material time derivatives of various
quantities are considered in time-dependent processes; however, in rate-independent nonlinear con-
tinuum mechanics, it is convenient to establish the equilibrium equation and the principal of virtual
work in terms of the virtual velocities and associated quantities,

ıW.�; ı�/ D
Z
V

S W ı PE dV �
Z

@V

T0 � ı� dA D 0 8ı� (4)

where � and ı� denote the velocity and arbitrary virtual velocity from the current position of the
body, respectively, S stands for the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and PE is the material strain
rate tensor. T0 is the Piola-Kirchhoff traction vector, which defines the imposed forces per unit
length of the initial domain boundary. As previously mentioned, the weak form (4) is still strongly
nonlinear due to finite strain nonlinearities. Hence, in order to adopt the Newton–Raphson iterative
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solution, Equation (4) is linearized by the general directional derivative procedure in the material
description,

DıWint.�; ı�/Œu� D
Z
V

DEŒı�� W c W DEŒu�dV C
Z
V

S W �.r0u/T :r0ı�
�
dV (5)

where D� and r0� are the directional derivative and gradient operators with respect to the mate-
rial description, respectively. Furthermore, E represents the Green–Lagrange strain tensor, and c
stands for the fourth-order material elasticity tensor. In this study, the material is assumed to be
homogeneous and isotropic, and so the theory of isotropic hyperelasticity is adopted along with
the neo-Hookean constitutive equation. Both incompressible and compressible formulations are
discussed for 2D problems. The majority of this study is devoted to the rubber-like materials,
which generally show little volumetric deformations even at large strains. As a result, the material
is primarily assumed to behave in the incompressible condition. Nevertheless, in order to model
plane stress compressible metals in the infinitesimal strain regime, the compressible formulation
is also discussed.

For the compressible neo-Hookean materials, the corresponding strain energy function is
defined as

§.C/ D �

2
.C W I � 3/ � � lnJ C �

2
.lnJ /2 (6)

where � and � are the Lame’s coefficients, I is the identity tensor, C stands for the right
Cauchy–Green dilatation tensor, and J is the Jacobian, which determines the volume change and
is equal to the determinant of deformation gradient F. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor can
now be obtained from the following equation:

S D 2
@§

@C
D �.I � C�1/C �.lnJ /C�1 (7)

The Lagrangian elasticity tensor, c, which corresponds to the compressible neo-Hookean mate-
rial, is obtained by differentiation of Equation (7) with respect to the components of the right
Cauchy–Green dilatation C,

c D 2
@S
@C

D �C�1 ˝ C�1 C 2.� � � lnJ /− (8)

where the components of the fourth-order tensor − is defined as

&ijkl D �@.C
�1/ij

@Ckl
D .C�1/ik.C�1/jl (9)

Most practical large strain problems occur in incompressible or near incompressible conditions.
For the incompressible neo-Hookean material, such as rubber-like materials, the Jacobian is equal
to 1 because of the constant volume of elements. Hence, the hyperelasticity potential is given by

§.C/ D �

2
.C W I � 3/ (10)

For the plane stress condition, the right Cauchy–Green dilatation C is defined in the following
form to satisfy the incompressibility condition:

C D
2
4C11 C12 0
C21 C22 0

0 0 C33

3
5 I C33 D t2

T 2
(11)
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where t and T stand for current and initial thicknesses of the plane stress domain, respectively. In the
plane stress condition, S33 D 0, and so the plane stress hydrostatic pressure due to incompressibility
of the material is given by

p D 1

3
�

�
C W I � 3 t

2

T 2

�
(12)

The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in a plane stress state can be computed as

S D �
�NI � det

� NC��1 NC�1
	

(13)

where NI and NC are the 2 � 2 identity and in-plane dilatation tensors, respectively. The fourth-order
elasticity tensor can then be defined as

c D 2� det
� NC��1 � NC�1 ˝ NC�1 C −

�
(14)

2.2. Nonlinear elastic fracture mechanics

Fracture mechanics parameters are significantly important in determining the stability of cracked
problems. Global parameters such as the strain energy release rate are commonly used for predic-
tion of fracture phenomena in nonlinear elastic materials without any presumption for stress and
deformation distributions at the crack tip. Lake [33] proposed the strain energy release rate (G) as
the most useful criterion in the rubber failure. Rivlin and Thomas [34] expanded the strain energy
release rate (tearing energy) for a crack in a deformed nonlinear elastic body by

G D �
�
@ 

@A

�
(15)

where  is the stored total strain energy in the body and A is the area of the undeformed cracked
surface. The partial derivative has to be taken on the constant displacement boundary without the
external forces. For many simple test specimens and certain boundary conditions on central crack
problems, analytical solutions are available, which will be used to verify the accuracy of the pro-
posed method. It is also possible to calculate the strain energy release rate for these cases by the
following analytical relation:

G D 2k l (16)

where l stands for half of crack length. Rivlin and Thomas [34] showed that the tearing energy,
which controls the nonlinear fracture of rubbers, is equivalent to the J -integral [35]. They also
introduced the k factor, which defines the ratio of energy loss of the crack to the energy of
the body without the crack. They noted that k depends on the state of strains. In order to ana-
lyze the factor k for infinitesimal strains and turning to the linear fracture mechanics, Sih and
Liebowitz [36] proposed the following relation for simple extension, pure shear, and equi-biaxial
states, respectively,

G D 2� l W Simple tension (17)

G D 2� l

.1� �2/
W Pure shear (18)

G D � l

.1 � �/ W Equi-biaxial extension (19)

Assuming the incompressibility condition (	 D 0:5), the small strain value of k is equal to   for
simple and equi-biaxial extensions and to 4 =3 for pure shear. In the finite deformation regime, it is
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expected that k D f .�x; �y/, which should converge to   and 4 =3 at small strains (for uniaxial/
equi-biaxial extensions pure shear, respectively) where �x and �y are axial elongations in x and y
directions, respectively.

In order to compute the tearing energy, the weakly nonlinear J -integral under quasi-static condi-
tions is used [37]. Reference [37] has shown that the J -integral in the weakly nonlinear theory is
path-independent and takes the same value as the linear elastic J -integral,

J D

Z

�

�
@uT

@X
� P �  I

�
� rx.˛/dV

�
:e1 (20)

where e1 is the tangential vector of the crack,� stands for the closed bounded area, and ˛ represents
a weight function that is smooth on �, vanishes on integral edges and is equal to 1 at the crack tip.

3. EXTENDED FINITE ELEMENT METHOD DISCRETIZATION

In the previous section, the equilibrium equation and its linearization with respect to the material
description have been discussed. In this section, the XFEM discretization procedure is addressed
[38, 39]. Consider X as a point in R2 space, described in the material description (Figure 1). The
isoparametric finite element approximation is used to interpolate the initial geometry in terms of Xa,
which denotes the initial position of the element nodes. The discretization in the initial configuration
can be written as

X D
nX

aD1

Na.�1; �2/Xa (21)

whereNa.�1; �2/ are the standard shape functions and n stands for the number of nodes per element.
Similarly, the displacement u is also interpolated as

u D
nX

aD1

Na.�1; �2/ua (22)

In XFEM, the displacement field for any point X is composed of two parts,

u D uFEM C uENR (23)

where uFEM and uENR are the displacements of standard degrees of freedom and enriched parts of
the displacement, respectively. Generally, the enriched part uENR includes the Heaviside uHE and
the tip enriched uTIP, which represent the discontinuity of the crack length and the singular stress
field at the crack tip, respectively. The final XFEM displacement approximation can be expressed
as [40, 41],

u.X/ D
NnX

j D1

Nj .X/uj C
mX

hD1

Nh.X/.H.�.X// � H.�.Xh///ah

C
t 0X

tD1

Nt .X/

0
@ nfX

lD1

.'l.X/ � 'l .Xk//b
l
t

1
A

(24)

where Nn is the number of standard degrees of freedom and uj are the nodal displacements.m and t 0
stand for the set of nodes associated with the crack faces and the crack tips in their support domains,
respectively, and ah, bt are vectors of additional degrees of freedom for modeling the crack face
and the crack tip, respectively. 'l.X/ represents the set of crack tip enrichment functions and H.�/
is the Heaviside enrichment function, which is assumed to be the signed function,
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H.�/ D
²
1 8� > 0

�1 8� < 0 (25)

In comparison to the infinitesimal deformations problems, the deformation gradient F is a key
quantity in the finite strain problems, which is involved in all equations that relate the material
description of quantities to their spatial description. It can be interpolated over an element by

F D @x
.
@X

D
nX

aD1

xa ˝ r0Na (26)

where r0Na D @Na

.
@X

. The deformation gradient can then be expressed in terms of the standard
and enriched degrees of freedom,

FiI D ıiI C
4X

j D1

@Nj

@XI

uij

C
tX

lD1

@

 
Nt

 
nfP

nD1

.'n.X/ � 'n.Xk//bn
l

!!

@XI

C
mX

hD1

@.Nh.H.�.X// �H.�.Xh///ah/

@XI

(27)

The relationship between changes in forces at a node r due to changes in the current position
of another node s is obtained by the tangent stiffness matrix Krs, which is derived from the lin-
earization of the virtual work equation. Krs is obtained from the two constitutive and initial stress
matrix components,

Krs D Kc;rs C K�;rs (28)

In the total Lagrangian formulation for finite strain analysis, the basic XFEM constitutive
component of the tangent matrix is implemented as

.Kab/ij D
3X

I;J;K;LD1

Z
�e

FiINa;J DIJKLFjLd�; .r; s D u; a;b/ (29)

where DIJKL is presented as

D D 1

2

2
4 2c1111 2c1122 c1112 C c1121

2c1122 2c2222 c2212 C c2221

c1112 C c1121 c2212 C c2221 c1212 C c1221

3
5 (30)

It is more appropriate to express Equation (29) in the form of

Krs
ij D

Z
V e

�
Br

0a

�T
DBs

0bdV (31)

where B0 is defined in terms of the derivatives of the shape functions with respect to the initial
configuration and the components of the deformation gradient F for standard, Heaviside and tip
enriched degrees of freedom

Bu
0i D

2
4 Ni;X F11 Ni;X F21

Ni;Y F11 Ni;Y F22

Ni;X F12 CNi;X F11 Ni;X F22 CNi;Y F21

3
5 (32)
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Ba
i D

2
4 Ni;X F11

NHi Ni;X F21
NHi

Ni;Y F11
NHi Ni;Y F22

NHi

ŒNi;X F12 CNi;Y F11� NHi ŒNi;X F22 CNi;Y F21� NHi

3
5 (33)

Bb˛

i D
2
4 .Ni N'˛i /;X F11 .Ni N'˛i /;X F21

.Ni N'˛i /;Y F12 .Ni N'˛i /;Y F22

.Ni N'˛i /;X F12 C .Ni N'˛i /;Y F11 .Ni N'˛i /;X F22 C .Ni N'˛i /;Y F21

3
5 (34)

where

NHi D H.�/ �H.�i / (35)

and

N'˛i D '˛ � '˛i (36)

The initial stress matrix can be expressed as the second component of the tangent matrix with
respect to the initial configuration,

Krs
�;ij D

Z
�e

.r0Nr � Sr0Ns/I d� (37)

The internal force vector f with respect to the initial configuration can be written in terms of the
deformation gradient F for standard, Heaviside enriched and tip enriched degrees of freedom as

fu
i D

Z
V e

FSr0Ni dV (38)

fa
i D

Z
V e

FSr0NiHdV (39)

fb˛
i D

Z
V e

FSr0.Ni'˛/dV ˛ D 1; 2; 3 : : : ; m (40)

The Gauss integration rule is implemented here to numerically compute the discretization inte-
grals [9]. Integration of tip and split elements with the ordinary Gauss rule is inaccurate; hence, the
enriched elements are subdivided into sub-triangles. Then, the Gauss integration is used for each
sub-triangle [42]. It should be noted that higher number of triangles may be required for tip elements
to ensure the required accuracy.

4. CRACK TIP ENRICHMENT FUNCTIONS FOR FINITE STRAIN PROBLEMS

As indicated in various studies [20, 23, 26, 43–47], the right choice of tip enrichment functions is
necessary for the accurate results in the XFEM. Knowles and Sternberg [48] presented the asymp-
totic analysis of the mode I traction free crack in a reduced form of nonlinear eigenvalue problem and
solved it in closed form. The asymptotic result was derived in a consistent form with the fully non-
linear equilibrium theory of compressible elastic solids under plane strain conditions. They reported
the asymptotic singular field of the crack tip in the following form:

�1 D a1 r
1
2 sin



2
C b1 r cos 

�2 D a2 r
1
2 sin



2
C b2 r cos 

(41)

Latter, Knowles and Sternberg, in their two prestigious studies [49, 50], analyzed the asymptotic
near tip displacement field of the simple mode I extension for both compressible and incompress-
ible neo-Hookean materials and derived the same Equation (41). Stephenson [51] proposed similar
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asymptotic results for the class of incompressible neo-Hookean materials within the framework
of the fully nonlinear equilibrium theory. Stephenson presented the asymptotic analysis and deter-
mined the local behavior of the global solution based on an unknown rigid rotation, which was
ultimately related to the far field condition at infinity [51]. Stephenson proposed that, for the conve-
nient reasons, a rigid rotation additional to the deformation field (Equation (44)) had to be applied.
Furthermore, he showed that at least for the class of Mooney–Rivlin (and consequently for neo-
Hookean) materials, the global nonlinear mode II problem, in contrary to its equivalent in the linear
theory, did not necessarily provide any anti-symmetric solution with respect to the plane of crack.

The aforementioned studies reported that, in contrast to the linear elasticity, apparently pure mode
II problems would even show the mode I behavior (opening of the crack tip) to some extent in large
deformation regimes [51–53]. Stephenson [51], Arfaoui et al., [52] and Geubelle and Knauss [53]
discussed the same problem and proposed a particular form of Q matrix (Equation (44)) in terms
of a rigid rotational angle, given by the mixed-mode loading of the first asymptotic terms (singular
terms). In fact, in contrast with the linear elastostatic theory, even in the anti-symmetric applied
loading (mode II), the crack faces may open up symmetrically similar to mode I problems. As a
matter of fact, this rigid rotation represents the effects of both mode I and mode II conditions in the
mixed mode problems.

Geubelle and Knauss [53] also described an asymptotic analysis of the strain and stress fields
at the tip of a crack in a sheet of incompressible hyperelastic material with the generalized
neo-Hookean model for both symmetric (mode I) and non-symmetric (mixed-mode) conditions.
Their asymptotic deformation fields for incompressible neo-Hookean materials are similar to
Equation (41). The first tip enrichment function P1 can then be written from Equation (41) as

P1 D
°
r

1
ı
2 sin

�

ı
2

	±
(42)

In 2008, Arfaoui et al. [52] presented an analytical study for the elastostatic fields at a vertex
notch under general far field loading conditions for plane stress and incompressible Mooney–Rivlin
and neo-Hookean materials. They showed that the singularity order and asymptotic solution strongly
depended on the opening angle of the notch. As a result, in a nonlinear finite strain problem, which
is solved with incremental loading conditions, any change in the singularity order of the crack tip
can change the results significantly. Moreover, because of blunting in large strains in nonlinear
geometric problems, the angle of crack opening is not negligible and affects the order of singularity.
The asymptotic results under simple mode I loading are

�1.r; / D a1r
m1 sin.m1/C rm2V1./C o .rm2/

�2.r; / D a2r
m1 sin.m1/C rm2V2./C o .rm2/

(43)

where m2 D 2m1 D �=!. Here, ! D .2� � ˇ/=2 and ˇ is the crack opening angle. As previously
mentioned, Arfaoui et al. [52] defined the rotational angle Q to show the mixed-mode loading effect
on the asymptotic solution,

Q D


a2=a

�a1=a
a1=a

a2=a

�
; a D

q
a2

1 C a2
2 (44)

where a1 and a2 are the amplitude of the dominant term in the asymptotic representations.
Equation (43) is reduced to (41) in small strain conditions. The second set of tip enrichment
functions, P2, can now be derived as

P2 D
°
r

�=2! sin
�
�
ı
2!

	±
(45)

Bouchbinder et al. [37, 54] have recently demonstrated the serious breakdown of linear elastic
fracture mechanics at the vicinity of the crack tip in the large deformation regime and described
it by considering higher order displacement gradients in the nonlinear elastic constitutive laws.
Their so-called weakly nonlinear fracture mechanics theory considers the displacement-gradients
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up to the second order [37] and reportedly shows acceptable agreement by direct measurements
of the deformation at the crack tip [54]. The main idea in [37, 54] is that log (r) displacement
amplitude and 1/r displacement-gradient singularity govern the crack tip fields at scales within
a dynamic length scale `nl from the crack tip. `nl denotes the scale where the second order of
displacement-gradients becomes non-negligible compared with the first-order one. In this region,
the deformation-dependent response of the material is initiated [54]. They also showed that the
J -integral in the weakly nonlinear theory is path-independent and has the same value as the lin-
ear elastic J -integral. There are strong indications that the weakly nonlinear theory is the key
solution for deriving the finite strain tip enrichment functions, while providing, at the same time,
excellent quantitative agreement with measurements near the tip of a propagating crack. The follow-
ing equations are derived as the complete weakly nonlinear quasi-static solution for neo-Hookean
materials [37, 54],

�1.r; / D KI

p
r

4�
p
2�



7

3
cos

�


2

�
� cos

�
3

2

��

C
�

KI

4�
p
2�

�2 

� 1

15
ln.r/� 52

45

�
ln.r/C 3

4
sin2./

�

�103
48

cos./C 26

15
cos.2/� 3

16
cos.3/

�

�2.r; / D KI

p
r

4�
p
2�



13

3
sin
�


2

�
� sin

�
3

2

��

C
�

KI

4�
p
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(46)

As a result, in addition to the conventional term of
p
r , a new term of (lnr) should be included

in the tip enrichment functions. Moreover, in order to ensure a discontinuous displacement field is
obtained in the tip-enriched element, the sin.=2/ is added to obtain the new ln.r/sin.=2/ enrich-
ment, which reproduces the corresponding singular stress field at the crack tip and properly captures
the discontinuous displacement field across the crack edges. In other words, definition of third
tip enrichment functions is based on two concepts. First, the higher order of singularity, which is
represented by analytical ln.r/, and the discontinuous field, which is achieved by sin.=2/.

Hence, the third choice of tip enrichment functions can be proposed as
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(47)

Finally, in order to evaluate and compare the proposed tip enrichment functions in the finite
strain problems, the ordinary linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) enrichment functions are
also examined,

P4 D
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(48)

5. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In this section, a number of benchmark problems are analyzed to verify the developed finite strain
XFEM methodology and to assess the performance of various enrichment functions. Then, the
capability and efficiency of the proposed approach are discussed by examining several other more
complex problems.

The first two examples evaluate the geometric nonlinear aspect of the proposed XFEM in
comparison with available analytical solutions.
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5.1. Near tip stress-field

The four proposed enrichment functions, derived from the analytical solutions [37, 48–51, 53–59],
have been implemented to analyze crack tips in finite strain and large deformation problems. As
mentioned earlier, the right choice of enrichment function is essential in order to reach an acceptable
precision [1, 2]. Knowles and Sternberg [48, 49] proposed the asymptotic results, obtained from
the nonlinear theory of elastostatic, for both plane strain and plane stress conditions. Alternative
analytical static [48–50] and dynamic [56] solutions were derived for a class of nonlinear elastic
constitutive laws within the large deformation regime. The first example is dedicated to compare
various asymptotic solutions of the nonlinear finite strain problem [48–51, 53, 56–59] with the
numerical results of the proposed XFEM method with different derived enrichment functions. The
geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 2(a). The displacement fields are applied on both top
and bottom edges. The half crack length is l , and the width and length of the plate is assumed 40l ,
sufficiently large to represent an infinite plate. The finite element model consists of 1984 nodes
and 1890 quadrilateral finite elements. The incompressible neo-Hookean model is assumed with
� D 0:4225MPa.

This problem has been studied by several researchers. Knowles and Sternberg [48–50] com-
puted the near crack tip stress and deformation fields of the mode-I traction-free crack. They
concluded, on the basis of nonlinear equilibrium theory of homogeneous isotropic hyperelastic
materials (Equation (41)), the asymptotic stress field around the crack tip, regardless of the value
of the hardening parameter (n), is governed by r�1 as r ! 0. Stephenson [51] explored similar
results for a wide range of hardening parameters (Equation (49)). Geubelle and Knauss [53] then
described the asymptotic analysis of strain and stress fields of the crack tip in a sheet of incompress-
ible generalized neo-Hookean materials. The results were reported for both the symmetric (mode I)
and non-symmetric (mixed-mode) cases. The most dominant term in the singular Cauchy stress field
around the crack .�22/ can be written as (Equation (49)) [48–51, 53, 56–59],

�22

�
� a

r
h1./C b

r
�1

ı
2

h2./C o
�
r

�1
ı
2

	
(49)

where a and b are undetermined constants, which depend on the far-field loading conditions, the
geometry, and the material properties. Ravichandran and Knauss [60] developed a numerical method
to study the finite elastostatic of interface cracks in neo-Hookean materials under the plane stress
condition. According to Ravichandran and Knauss [60], the asymptotic result for the Cauchy stress

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) A semi-infinite elastic slab with a central crack and (b) an edge crack in the uniaxially
loaded sample.
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is given by
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Ravichandran and Knauss [60] determined a1, b1 and b2 D 0 from the displacement field sur-
rounding the crack tip. They showed that for stretches

�
�1

2

�
greater than 1.3, a1 � 0 and b1 � 1;

they also reported b2 D 0. For this reason, the plate is stretched up to �1
2 D 1:4. Furthermore, a2

is determined to be the dominant amplitude parameter [60], depending only on the remote nominal
normal stress �1

22
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(51)

Hence, the final asymptotic solution for �22 can be approximated by
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(52)

where a2 is obtained from Equation (51) and
_

b 2 is a very small constant. It is surprising that
the higher order singular term is independent of the angular distribution. Figure 3 illustrates
the predicted stress field for the tip element based on the four proposed enrichment functions
and the analytical asymptotic solutions, suggested by [48–51, 53, 56–60] (the crack tip is located at
the center of the contours). From Equation (50), it is observed that the �22 Cauchy stress reflects the
symmetric asymptotic stress field without considering the crack boundaries position (Figure 3(a)).
In fact, because of large strains, the crack boundary does not remain parallel to X direction after
large deformations. Therefore, �22 is not exactly normal to the initial crack direction. Consequently,
this stress field does not vanish at crack boundaries. Nevertheless, there is no explanation for the
symmetry of analytical �22 stress (Figure 3(a)), which is a clear weakness of this set of analytical
solutions for large strain problems [48–51, 53, 56–59]. Generally, stress field around the crack is
not symmetric, and the stress field around the cracked side is different from the uncracked region.

It is observed that XFEM with P1 enrichment does not generate the same �22 around the crack
tip as its own analytical result (Equation (52)) [48–51, 53, 56–60], which shows that the P1 tip
enrichment function cannot generate a .1=r/ stress field singularity around the crack tip similar
to its corresponding analytical solution (52). Furthermore, the P1 and P2 enrichments, although
derived from complex asymptotic solutions, do not show the same singularity with the analytical
result (Equation (52)).

Bouchbinder et al. [37, 54] have demonstrated that, in contrast to the linear elastic fracture
mechanics, the .1=r/ singularity is an acceptable physical solution in the quasi-static weakly non-
linear framework and large deformation regimes. The singularity that is derived from available finite
deformation studies [48–51, 53, 56–60] presents the .1=r/ singularity for Cauchy stress in the large
displacement gradients region. Such a disagreement between the result of Cauchy stress singular-
ity from the finite deformation near-tip solutions [48–51, 53, 56–60] and LEFM characterizes the
breakdown of LEFM. The .1=r/ displacement-gradient singularity, predicted by Bouchbinder et
al. [37, 54], is expected to be valid for any materials undergoing fracture. Nevertheless, the .1=r/
Cauchy stress singularity is only relevant for soft materials that can uphold large elastic deformation
prior to fracture propagation [37].

More importantly, despite the fact that the pattern of �22 contour for the XFEM with P3 enrich-
ments is not exactly the same as the analytical solution, the closest peak stress (a sign of order of
stress singularity at the crack tip) to the stress field of the analytical asymptotic solution is only
obtained by P3 enrichments.

Finally, in order to provide clear quantitative comparisons, and to examine the order of singular-
ity in particular, variations of the �22 stress component in the crack tip element for the analytical
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Figure 3. �22 Contours on the tip element (a) analytical asymptotic solution [48–51, 53, 56–59]. (b)
Extended finite element method (XFEM) results with P1. (c) XFEM results with P2. (d) XFEM results with

P3. (e) XFEM results with P4.

solution and different enrichment functions are compared in Figure 4. Clearly, P3 shows the best
estimate for the value of stress at the crack tip, �22.r; 0/, and its variation in the tip element.

Finally, it is clear that the P3 enrichment functions [37, 54, 55] show the best overall results in
comparison with other proposed enrichment functions in the finite strain XFEM method. Despite
the fact that the generated singularity amplitude substantially depends on the opening angle of the
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Figure 4. Comparison of analytical near crack tip stress field, �yy.r; 0/, and extended finite element method
(XFEM) stress results with different enrichment functions for the tip element.

Figure 5. Comparison of near crack tip stress field, �yy.r; 0/, for both conventional and geometric
enrichments of extended finite element method (XFEM) with P3 enrichment functions for the tip element.

crack tip (in contrast to LEFM), which is expected in the finite strain regime, the P2 shows the worst
response among the all proposed enrichment functions. One of the problems of P2 tip enrichment
function, however, is that its analytical stress field has .1=r/ singularity [52] but the displacement
field and consequently tip enrichment functions follow the

�
1
ıp

r
�

singularity.
According to [37], the length scale determines the region where the second-order displacement-

gradients become non-negligible compared with the first-order one. Hence, here, the study of the
effect of the size of the enriched zone for a given mesh size is presented. Bechet et al. [63] showed
that the geometrical enrichment strategy could play an important role in improving the simulation
results in similar cases. For the mesh used here, five elements around the crack tip are enriched,
and the results are compared with the P3 single enriched element. Results show a small increase
in the stress field near the crack tip zone by increasing the enriched area. The effect of the size of
the enriched zone for P3 tip enrichment function is presented in Figure 5, which does not show a
significant change even in the region close to the crack tip.

5.2. Near-tip strain field

Bouchbinder et al. [37, 54] demonstrated the serious breakdown of LEFM in the vicinity of the crack
tip in the large deformation regime and proposed an improved solution by considering the second-
order displacement gradients, based on experiments on brittle gels, as transparent, neo-Hookean,
and incompressible elastomers. The shear modulus (�) is considered to be 0.0352 MPa, and the
Young’s modulus (E) is assumed to be 3� due to the incompressible behavior of materials. The test
includes a 120 � 120 � 0:2 mm rectangular plate with the fixed restraints in the Y direction on the
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Figure 6. Measured experimental strain "yy.r; 0/ (circles), weakly nonlinear solution (solid line), and
extended finite element method (XFEM) strains based on the P3 enrichment function (dashed line).

top and bottom edges, as depicted in Figure 2(b). Because of symmetry, the middle bottom node is
fixed horizontally. The top edge is subjected to the uniform vertical deformation. According to the
experimental results [37, 54], the plate is stretched vertically until the energy release rate at the crack
tip reaches to 3:61J

ı
m2. The 2000 four node quadrilateral finite elements are used to discretize the

model. Only one tip element is enriched by the tip enrichment functions. The ratio of the size of
the enriched element to the crack length is 0.0167. It should be mentioned that the experimental
results, presented in Figure 6, are the lowest propagation velocity data (0.2CS ) of the experiments
reported by Livne et al. [55]. The strain solution (Equation (53)) corresponds to the quasi-static
deformation field (Equation (46)). Clearly, the singular behavior of "yy.r;  D 0/ appears stronger
than r

�1
ı
2, which is predicted by LEFM. In general, however, a good agreement is observed between

the "yy.r;  D 0/ XFEM results based on the P3 tip enrichments and the experimental results of
[37, 54].

In order to compute the strain"yy.r; 0/, the nonlinear quasi-static solution (46) is combined with
the nonlinear strain displacement relation
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(53)

Now, the stretch level of the uniform deformation is increased to 100%, and the XFEM results
with different types of tip enrichment functions are compared with the quasi-static strain solution,
as depicted in Figures 7 and 8. Accordingly, "yy is recovered after almost five elements from the tip
element. The best agreement is obtained from the P3 enrichments. The results of stress and strain
distributions near the crack tip field confirm that the P1 enrichment, which was used by Legrain
et al. [12], shows different result for finite strain regimes in comparison to the analytical solution
due to difference in the singularity order. In fact, P1 has the most dominant part of the conventional
LEFM enrichments P4.

In contrary to Figure 7, which compares the results in a distance away from the crack tip,
Figure 8(a) compares the difference between P1, P3, and P4 results in a domain very close to the
crack tip, r ! 0,  D 0. It is noted that both axes are illustrated in the logarithmic scale to better
capture the variations. Clearly, P1 and P4 show similar results, and there is a significant difference
between P3 and other enrichment functions. In addition, Figure 8(b) illustrates the distribution of
error in the evaluation of strain near the crack tip for different enrichment functions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Comparison of weakly nonlinear strain solution "yy.r; 0/ and extended finite element method
(XFEM) strain results with different enrichment functions (a) XFEM results with P1. (b) XFEM results with

P2. (c) XFEM results with P3. (d) XFEM results with P4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Extended finite element method (XFEM) strain results with different enrichment functions at
the vicinity of the crack tip. (b) Error distribution of XFEM predictions for strain "yy.r; 0/ at the crack tip

in comparison with the weakly nonlinear solution.

Figure 9. Comparison of the near crack tip strain field, "yy.r; 0/, for both conventional and geometric
enrichment extended finite element method (XFEM) with P3 enrichment functions for the tip element.

Finally, the effect of the size of the enriched zone for a given mesh size is presented in Figure 9.
Two cases with the P3 enrichments are compared: single (the model used for previous results) and
five enriched elements around the crack tip. Despite the fact that a very small increase in the stress
field at near crack tip is observed by increasing the enriched area, the overall results do not show
any significant changes in near and far fields.
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Figure 10. Finite element mesh of the square plate.

Figure 11. Variation of k with respect to the elongation for the uniaxial extension problem. Comparison of
the analytical solution [40] with extended finite element method (XFEM) results.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. (a) A central crack of length 2c in the undeformed plate. (b) The elliptical shaped crack opening
with two diagonals 2a and 2b in the deformed configuration [61]. (Nonlinear pure shear loading: �y D �,

�x D 1 and equibiaxial extension loading: �y D �, �x D �).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Variations of k with respect to elongation for nonlinear pure shear. (a) Comparison of the ana-
lytical solution with extended finite element method (XFEM) methods, and (b) comparison of P3 with finite

element analysis (FEA) analysis and analytical solution [61].

Figure 14. Variations of k with respect to elongation for equibiaxial problems.

5.3. Nonlinear fracture mechanics

Three simple tests with available analytical solutions are simulated to verify the proposed formula-
tion. A 5� 5 mm square plate with the thickness of 0.2 mm and a central crack of 0.5 mm is shown
in Figure 10. Nine hundred adaptively unstructured finite elements are used to discretize the model.

5.3.1. Simple tension. Greensmith [64] performed accurate experimental measurements of thin
cracked strips of rubber under simple extension and showed that parameter k decreased by
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 15. Four different meshes: (a) 81 coarse structured quadrilateral elements, (b) 447 coarse unstructured
quadrilateral mesh, (c) 625 adaptively structured elements, and (d) 4372 fine unstructured elements.

Figure 16. Variations of J -integral with respect to the elongation for different tip enrichments.

increasing the principal elongation (extension ratio) �. Then, Lake [33] proposed the following
analytical expression based on the loss of crack opening energy in finite strain regimes, which
predicts k D   at infinitesimal strains

k.�/ D �p
�

(54)

Lake [33] derived the relation for the case of a central crack in the simple extension of thin strip
rubber. Variations of k versus the stretch level of up to 200% extension, equivalent to elongation
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Figure 17. Variations of J -integral with respect to various integration radius and elongation based on
extended finite element method (XFEM) with P3.

Figure 18. Variations of J -integral with respect to various meshing and elongation based on extended finite
element method (XFEM) with P3.

(a) XFEM deformed configuration (b) Comparison of crack deformed configuration for P3 and [12]

Figure 19. Comparison of the results of mode I extension with Legrain et al. [12]. (a) Extended finite ele-
ment method (XFEM) deformed configuration and (b) comparison of crack deformed configuration for

P3 and [12].
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3 (the new length is three times the original one), are plotted in Figure 11. The results for various
proposed tip enrichment functions are compared with Equation (54).

According to Figure 11, P3 shows the best results in comparison with the others and is in good
agreement with Equation (54). The P1 enrichment function has practically no difference with P4

(conventional LEFM asymptotic solution), and the existing differences may primarily be related to
the blunting of the crack tip.

Figure 20. �XX stress contours for the specimen and around the crack tip. (a) Extended finite element
method (XFEM) with P1. (b) XFEM with P2. (c) XFEM with P3. (d) XFEM with P4.
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Figure 21. �XY stress contours for the specimen and around the crack tip. (a) Extended finite element
method (XFEM) with P1. (b) XFEM with P2. (c) XFEM with P3. (d) XFEM with P4.

5.3.2. Pure nonlinear shear. The problem of the central short crack in a sheet of rubber held in
pure shear was first considered by Clapson and Lake [65]. Yeoh’s nonlinear finite element study
[61] proposed the following relation for determining the strain dependent k for simple, equi-biaxial
extension or pure shear problems

k D �y�b

4 c
(55)

where b is the dimension of the elliptical shape of crack opening, c and  stand, respectively, for the
initial half-length of the crack and the uniform strain energy density of the body before introducing
the crack, and �y is the applied stress in the normal direction to the crack. The nonlinear pure shear
problem and the opening of the crack after loading are shown in Figure 12.

The numerical results are compared with the finite element analysis of Yoeh [61] and
Equation (55) in Figure 13. Clearly, all numerical results are in good agreement with FEA and the
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Figure 22. �Y Y stress contours for the specimen and around the crack tip. (a) Extended finite element
method (XFEM) with P1. (b) XFEM with P2. (c) XFEM with P3. (d) XFEM with P4.

analytical results; however, the XFEM method with P3 enrichment functions provides an improve-
ment by 10% in aggregate compared with other enrichment functions. According to Figure 13(a),
similar to Bouchbinder et al. [37], all the terms in Equation (46), except the (lnr) term, behave
entirely similar to LEFM and P1 enrichment functions.

5.3.3. Equibiaxial extension. Similar to the simple extension and pure shear problems, the results
confirm the advantage of P3 compared with other tip enrichment functions, as depicted in Figure 14.
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Figure 23. Geometry, loading, and boundary conditions for the mixed mode problem.

5.4. Mode I single edge crack

An edge crack specimen under simple extension is considered. The dimensions of the plate are
2 � 2 mm and the thickness is 0.2 mm. The material is assumed to be natural rubber, following the
incompressible neo-Hookean material model with the shear modulus of 0.4425 MPa. The bottom
edge is fixed vertically, while the left corner of bottom edge is fixed horizontally for the stability
reason. The displacement field is applied on the top edge. In order to evaluate the mesh dependency
of the results, four different meshes are considered; including 81 coarse structured quadrilateral
elements (Figure 15(a)), 447 coarse unstructured quadrilateral elements (Figure 15b)), adaptive 25�
25 structured mesh (Figure 15c)), and 4372 fine unstructured elements (Figure 15(d)). The crack
length is 1 mm, and the crack tip is located at the center of the plate.

The J-integral results are obtained for four different meshes and for all tip enrichment types.
Figure 16 presents the effect of different enrichment functions on the computed J-integral for up
to 300% extension. It is observed that the type of tip enrichment has no significant effect on the
value of J-integral, especially where contours with greater radii and far from the crack tip are used.
According to Figure 16, P3 predicts the J-integral about 7% and 3% higher than P2 and P1 enrich-
ment functions, respectively. Furthermore, there is no difference between the J-integrals predicted
by P1 and P4 functions (conventional LEFM results). In order to further assess the accuracy of
J-integral, variations of J-integral with respect to the domain size, stretch level, and different meshes
for the case of XFEM method with P3 enrichment functions, as the best option, are presented in
Figures 17 and 18. According to Figure 17, the minimum normalized radius that ensures conver-
gence of the J-integral is 3; that is, three elements far from the crack tip. For all radiuses higher than
this value, the same value of J-integral is obtained.

Legrain et al. [12] evaluated the J-integral of simple edge crack problem up to 66% exten-
sion for different radii of integration. Here, similar results are obtained for XFEM with P3 tip
enrichments for up to five times greater extension compared with [12], as depicted in Figure 17.
In addition, Figure 18 clearly illustrates the mesh independency of the proposed approach.
The difference between the results of the finest mesh and the coarsest one is less than 1%.
Remarkable decrease in the minimum required number of elements can be obtained in compar-
ison with reference [12], showing the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed enriched finite
strain formulation.

5.4.1. Comparison of results of mode I extension with study of Legrain et al. [12]. Now, the pro-
posed approach with P3 enrichment function is compared with the reference nonlinear finite element
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(a) the finite element mesh (b) enriched nodes

Figure 24. Finite element mesh the enriched nodes.

Figure 25. Applied force versus vertical displacement.

Figure 26. Variations of the J -integral.

method and a previous XFEM study [12]. To simulate the reference problem, the same edge crack
problem with similar Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions and material assumptions is now
assumed to be 6 � 6 mm. The rectangular body is subjected to 4 mm displacement at its top edge.
Figure 19(b) compares the results of the present XFEM with reference [12], which shows a good
agreement. It is, however, important to note that the present results from XFEM are obtained from
a model of only 900 elements, which is several times lower than the number of elements used in
[12]. The significant decrease in the necessary number of elements in this study, compared with
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(a) (b)

Figure 27. Deformed configuration (a) after 2.2 mm horizontal imposed displacement on the top edge and
(b) after 7.2 mm horizontal imposed displacement on the top edge (no magnification for the deformed shape).

Legrain et al. [12], further illustrates the efficiency of proposed approach. It is also observed that
the P3 enrichments generate more opening at the crack tip than the one reported in [12].

5.4.2. Effect of enrichment functions. The original 2�2 mm edge crack specimen is now subjected
to 50% elongation. Material features are unchanged, and the model is considered in the plane stress
condition with the bottom edge being fixed in vertical and horizontal directions. Figures 20, 21, and
22 illustrate the �XX , �XY , �Y Y stress contours in the global current configuration, based on the
values on Gaussian points around the crack tip.

According to Figure 22, considerable difference in �Y Y stress contour is observed for different
tip enrichment functions. The P3 enrichment function shows a lower stress level in the global con-
figuration but generates a remarkable singular field at the crack tip. Such a difference in �Y Y stress
component results in different evaluation of k factors (as presented before in Figure 11) and conse-
quently, different propagation trajectories. Furthermore, the P3 based results of �Y Y on the Gaussian
points around the crack tip show much better performance, as other enrichment functions have
even generated some negative stress in this region, which is clearly not acceptable. Generally, while
the P2 enrichments provide unacceptable results, P1 functions show more reasonable results, but
with a similar pattern as the conventional LEFM, which is generally inappropriate for general finite
strain problems.

5.5. Mixed mode inclined cracked membrane with internal holes

To investigate the effect of enrichment functions on the far field and near-tip stress distribution of
finite strain hyperelastic problems, an inclined central crack (l) in an 8 � 8 mm plane stress square
plate with two internal circular holes is analyzed under horizontal displacement on its top edge, as
depicted in Figure 23.

Figure 24 shows the unstructured mesh and the enriched nodes around the crack. Adopting a rela-
tively coarse mesh for this complex configuration and loading condition better allows for assessment
of the efficiency of the proposed finite strain XFEM and the developed tip enrichment functions.

Figure 25 depicts the trend of vertical internal force at the top edge of the plate versus the vertical
nodal displacement at the same edge for the P3 XFEM method.

Then, the J -integral for one of the crack tips is computed and compared for all four types of
enrichment functions in Figure 26. The displacement is further imposed up to 11.2 mm, which is
1.5 times of the specimen dimension. While a maximum of 8.2% difference is observed between the
J-integral results of P3 and the results of P1 and P4 at about 4.8 stretch level, only the P3 method is
capable of simulating the model much further (three times more stretch). It is observed that the P1

XFEM, LEFM enrichment functions and the P2 XFEM could not converge for displacements larger
than 5 mm (30% of total straining). In contrast, however, P3 is capable of predicting the behavior
under any large deformations. Convergence is hardly achieved in higher finite strains with the P3

functions due to the complex nonlinear behavior despite providing the best behavior among the
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Figure 28. Stress contours for 2.2 mm (left) and 7.2 mm (right) stretches. (a) �xx , (b) �yy , and (c) �xy .

existing enrichment functions for very large strains. To further examine the accuracy of the results,
several coarse and fine meshes are studied in different incremental loadings, and a similar conclusion
has been made.

Figure 27 configuration of the model after 2.2 and 7.2 mm horizontal displacements, respectively,
based on the P3 enrichment functions. The final deformed shape could not be achieved by other
enrichment functions.

Finally, Figure 28 is devoted to present the stress contours for different deformed configurations,
based on the P3 enrichments.

5.6. Crack propagation in a tensile plate with holes

Mixed mode crack propagation in a plate with holes, as depicted in Figure 29, is considered in order
to evaluate versatility and robustness of the proposed large strain enrichments for crack propagation
in the small strain regime. The problem, adopted from References [62, 66], has an initial edge
crack of length 10 mm. The neo-Hookean model is used to model aluminum with E D 71:7 GPa,
� D 0:33. The plane stress state is assumed. The displacement is applied as much as the equivalent
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 29. (a) Geometry and loading of the plate with the hole, (b) 1012 unstructured mesh, and (c) 4717
unstructured mesh.

Figure 30. Predicted crack propagation paths of the present finite strain extended finite element method
(XFEM) with the P3 enrichment function for both presented unstructured meshes in comparison with the

available experimental benchmark.

Figure 31. Variations of load P versus crack length for two different tip enrichment functions.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 32. Stress contours at the end of eighth step of propagation: (a) �xx , (b) �yy , and (c) �xy .

loading boundary reaches to 20 kN. The quasi-static crack propagation analysis is implemented in
twelve 3 mm propagation increments.

Figure 30 illustrates the predicted crack propagation path of the present finite strain XFEM based
on the linear part of P3 enrichment function for both unstructured meshes in comparison with the
available experimental results [66]. Clearly, the present XFEM is capable of predicting the propa-
gation behavior, and a better path trajectory is obtained by refining the mesh. The effect of crack
propagation steps .�a D 3mm/ on the critical load is depicted in Figure 31, which shows identi-
cal critical loads .�a D 3mm/ for XFEM with P3 and P1 tip enrichment functions at earlier stages
of propagation. Afterwards, however, the P1 solution deviates from the P3 smooth results due to
difficulties in convergence and reduction of accuracy.
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Figure 33. Geometry and loading of the mixed-mode edge crack problem.

(a) (b)

Figure 34. (a) Initial crack trajectory and (b) final crack trajectory.

(a) (b)

Figure 35. Deformed configuration of the initial and final steps of crack propagation. (a) Initial step of
propagation and (b) final step of propagation.

Finally, the stress contours at the end of eighth step of propagation are presented for the coarse
unstructured mesh based on the linear part of P3 tip enrichment function (Figure 32).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 36. Stress contours for the initial step: (a) �xx , (b) �yy , and (c) �xy .

5.7. Edge-cracked plate under mixed-mode loading

An edge cracked plate, depicted in Figure 33, is considered in the mixed mode condition. The upper
edge is constrained in both X and Y directions, while the lower edge is fixed in the Y direction.
The material properties are considered as the natural rubber, defined in previous examples. The
crack criterion for propagation initiation is when the J-integral (or G) exceeds the Gcritical value of
the material in any iterations, and then the crack will propagate. The propagation angle is obtained
using the maximum circumferential tensile stress .��/max criterion [38]. The crack propagates at
its tip in the trajectory within the plane perpendicular to the maximum tension when the maximum
circumferential tensile stress is reached. A model composed of 10,000 structured finite elements is
used to solve the problem. The mesh does not change during the crack propagation and only new
shape functions and degree of freedoms are added to model. The nonlinear calculations are repeated
with evolving cracking.

The P3 set of enrichment function is used as the appropriate tip enrichment function at the
crack tip element. In this problem, convergence is hardly achieved in higher finite strains due to
the complex nonlinear behavior, and P1, P2, and P4 cannot converge to any solution and develop
inappropriate results in different meshes. The P3 enrichment, however, provides the only reliable
solution among the existing enrichment functions. The average angle of the crack path, as shown in
Figure 34, is about 73.5°, which is different from the reference dynamic solution of 65°, for linear
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 37. Stress contours for the final step: (a) �xx , (b) �yy , and (c) �xy .

elastic brittle fracture [62]. The crack starts to propagate at the exposed displacement of about 13%
of the model dimension. The deformed configurations at the initial and final steps of crack propa-
gation are presented in Figure 35. In addition, sample stress contours on initial and final deformed
configuration of the crack propagation are illustrated in Figures 36 and 37.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Modified and improved tip enrichment functions have been presented in this work for the extended
finite element analysis of finite strain hyperelastic problems involving fracture mechanics. Examin-
ing various analytical solutions have allowed deriving the best enrichment functions for materials
undergoing finite strains based on hyperelastic models such as neo-Hookean and Mooney–Rivlin
constitutive equations. Several examples have been studied to assess the efficiency of different tip
enrichment functions. According to the results, the P3 tip enrichment functions derived based on the
weakly nonlinear formulation are proved to be the most efficient and accurate approach for fracture
analysis in finite strain regimes.
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